Abstract. It is shown that the identity component of the group of all compactly supported C°°-diffeomorphisms of a manifold with corners is perfect provided the manifold has no vertices. An analogous result for C r -diffeomorphisms still holds whenever r > ra+1, where n is the dimension of the manifold. These results constitute a generalization of a well-known theorem by Thurston and Mather on the simplicity of diffeomorphism groups of boundary less manifolds.
Introduction
Manifolds with corners play an important role in modern geometry and global analysis. The aim of this paper is to extend the classical theorem of W. Thurston and J. Mather on the simplicity of the diffeomorphism group to manifolds with corners.
THEOREM 1.1 (Thurston, Mather). Let M be an n-dimensional manifold without boundary and Diff£(M)o denotes the group of C r -diffeomorphisms of M which are isotopic to the identity through a compactly supported isotopy, 1 < r < oo, r ^ n + 1. Then Diff£(M)o is a simple group.
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 are difficult. Let us recall that D. B. A. Epstein in [3] showed for a large class of homeomorphism groups that the commutator subgroup is simple. Thus it is enough to show that Diff£(M)o is perfect, i.e. equal to its own commutator subgroup.
The first method to prove Theorem 1.1 in the case r = oo is to use the small denominator theory [1] . By using it, Herman [5] proved Theorem 1.1 for M -T n , where T n is the n-dimensional torus. Next, Thurston [12] extended Herman's result for an arbitrary manifold M by homological arguments.
Mather [6] , [7] showed that Diff^(M)o is perfect and simple for r ^ n+1, r finite, by using a quite different method. He introduced rolling-up operators, which play a clue role in the proof. Epstein [4] modified Mather's method to prove the perfectness of the group Diff£°(M)o in another way than Thurston. The problem for r = n + 1 is still open. But there are arguments (see [8] , [9] ) that the group Diff" +1 (M)0 would be not perfect. Theorem 1.1 is valid only for boundaryless manifolds, but the problem of perfectness is meaningful also for some nontransitive diffeomorphism groups ( [10] , [11] ). The perfectness for manifolds with boundary has been proved by T. Rybicki [11] , If M is a manifold with corners, it is possible to obtain the following analogue of Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold with corners and without vertices, i.e. without corners of dimension 0. Then Diff£(M)o is perfect and simple, where r > n + 1 or r = oo.
Mather [6] used the rolling-up operators n times. Our idea is to use it only once, along some edge of the manifold. The reason is that we cannot use Mather's operator transversally to the edges. Next, we use a special kind of fragmentation of a given diffeomorphism to obtain the required properties (see Section 4) .
The proof will be presented in two parts. First, we will show it for the case r = oo (Sections 3-5), including the construction of the rolling-up operator in Section 3. Remarks about the case of r finite are given in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section we will introduce notions and facts which we will need in the sequel. Let X, Y be two metric spaces, and let a be a modulus of continuity. We say that a mapping / : X -> Y is a-continuous if there exist C > 0 and e > 0 such that for every X\,X2 € X with dx(x 1,22) < £ we have dy (f (xi), f (X2)) < Ca(dx(xi, #2))-/ is called locally a-continuous if each point has a neighborhood U such that f\u is a-continuous. These concepts depend on equivalence classes of metrics only.
It is clear that every / : X -> Y that is Lipschitz, is a-continuous for all moduli of continuity a. Especially a C 1 -mapping / : U -> M", where U C M n , is locally a-continuous for all moduli of continuity a.
The following facts are well-known. 
is of class C r,a . It is easy to see that Diff r ' a (M), the set of all C r,Q -diffeomorphisms on M, forms a group with the composition of mappings. Then we denote by Diffc' [al (M)0 C Diff r ' [a] (M) the subgroup of all -diffeomorphisms on M which are isotopic to the identity through compactly supported C r, ' a lisotopies, 1 < r < oo. Here and in the sequel [a] means a or nothing.
We have the following PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 1 < r < oo and let M be a manifold with corners. Then
where the sum is over all moduli of continuity.
It allows us to restrict our considerations in the case of r finite to the group Diff£ ,Q (M)o for a fixed modulus of continuity a.
Next, the fragmentation property is valid in view of the same arguments as for manifolds without boundary (see [2] ). .., n -1. We know that the group Diff£(R n )0 is perfect following Mather [6] , [7] and Epstein [4] (see Theorem 1.1). Hence in the rest of this paper we will concentrate on the case M = R£.
J. Lech
Fix k = 1,... ,n -1. We denote Diff r '^(n, k) = Diffc' N (R£) 0 and by Diff^a'(n, k) the subgroup of Diff 7 "'^ (n, k) of diffeomorphisms with support in K, 1 < r < oo.
Recall that for f,g€ DifF r '^(n,k) the following derivative formulas hold
where the sum is over 1 < i < r, 1 < j s , s = 1,..., i, ji + ... + ji = r. Here are positive integers independent of / and g. In the group Diff r, t Q '(n, k) we introduce the following seminors
for r > 0, where || • || denotes the usual norm in the space of r-linear mappings.
Further we put /¿ r (/) = ||/ -Id || r , /¿ r , a (/) = ||/ -Id || r ,a and
Now we will present some properties of these norms which play an important role in the proof.
It is easy to see that fii(f) < ||/||i + 1 and ||/||i < ^i(f) + 1. Moreover M/) = ll/llr for r > 2 and /x r , a (/) = ||/|| r ,a for r > 1.
Next, let K be a closed subset of We denote
Observe that CK < oo for K compact. 
In the sequel we will need the following notion. DEFINITION 2.7 . A polynomial is called semi-admissible if it has nonnegative coefficients and has no constant term. If, in addition, it has no linear term, we say that it is admissible.
By using (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the following lemma analogously as in [6] and [4] . LEMMA 2.8.
(1) For fi,...,fi G Diff^n, k) we have
There exists an admissible polynomial F depending on r such that
(4) Lei r > 2. There exists an admissible polynomial F depending on r such that
/or every f G Diff r (n, A;) with /¿1 (/) < Similarly, from (2.1), (2.2) and Lemma 2.8 we get LEMMA 2.9. Let 1 < r < 00, let a be a modulus of continuity and K be a closed subset of such that CK < 00.
(1) There exist ¿1 > 0 and C\ > 0 depending on n, r, a and CK such that 
Let K C R£ be a compact, convex set and r > 1. Then the mapping (f,g) i -> ||/ -g\\ria is a metric on Diff^Q(n, k).
Furthermore, Diff^°(n, k) equipped with the C r ' a -topology is a connected, topological group.
Rolling-up operator
In this section we will recall the construction of Mather's operator in the case r -oo (see [4] ).
Let D = S 1 xM£ _1 , where S 1 = K/Z, and let it D be the covering projection. The mapping 7r : RJ? -> D gives us a system of coordinates in a neighbourhood of any point of D. Notice that the seminorms introduced above have also sense on D. We define the groups Diff r (_D, k), 1 < r < oo, analogously as before.
Consider the 5 1 -action on D given by
Then by G T we denote the group for every f G U f~l Diff^ (n, fc).
The proof is analogous to that for R n ( [6] , [4] The proof is analogous to that in [6] . The mapping g depends continuously on /, so we can shrink Ua such that g G Diff^, (D, k) . Then g G G 1 and g = T A (f) on {0 € D : i?i = 0}. It is easy to see that
k). By shrinking U A such that m(T A (f))
< t; and /xi (/) < -jj for every / € Ua we obtain from Lemmas 2.8 and 3.2
and (3.4) fir(h) < C[Afr(f) + Fi(M r -i(f)),
where C\ > 0 is a constant independent of r.
We can lift h to a mapping h G Diff^-"(n, k) such that h o n = ir o h. and h = Id on {x G : x\ gZ}. We see that h depends continuously on h and
Hr{h) = MM-
Now we use the function £ defined before Proposition 3.1. We put
Here prx means the projection onto the first coordinate. By shrinking Ua if necessary, we may assume that h\, J12 € Diff^,/(n, k). Then we have
where Cr£ > 0 is a constant depending on r and Here we used no(h) <
/xi (h).
We can estimate ¡1^2) by using Lemma 2.8. It follows that there exist a constant C2 > 0 independent of r, a constant Cr£ > 0 depending on r and and an admissible polynomial F2 such that By shrinking UA if nessesary, and using Lemma 3.3 we see that TAJ and a{I)) are conjugated. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Bump decomposition
In [6] the rolling-up operators were used along each coordinate Xi, i -l,...,n. Here we apply V&i^ = i>a only. Instead of i > 1, we will decompose uniquely diffeomorphisms by means of specially chosen bump function. We call this procedure a bump decomposition.
First, let us take QA € Diff°°(n, k) such that QA \Kq = A • Id and let
There exists a neighbourhood VA of Id € Diff^Q(n, k) such that fo G UA for every f,h € VA-Then we denote /i = /i,i = ^(/o) and we have supp(/i,i) C K2.
We will decompose f\ into diffeomorphisms with supports in small boxes. Then we can translate each of them to KQ. In this way we will obtain a diffeomorphism g with supp(g) C KQ depending continuously on / and h and satisfying Lemma 4.1 below.
We fix t? e C°°(R, for sufficiently small Especially we assume Hi(gi) < Prom (2.2) and Lemma 2.8 we have
for f,h£ Va, where Va is sufficiently small. As a consequence of (4.3), (3.1) and (3.2) we have the following (1) For every /, h € Va H Diff^0(n, k) we have g e Diff^-0(n, k) and 
and
The first assertion is a simple consequence of the defnition of g.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Fix ro > n + 2. We can choose Aq > 1 such that <^4r ro+n < \ and C nr Al-r+n < for every r > ro-Let ero > 0 be such that f € Va for every / G Diff^Q(n, k) with nro(f) < Ero-F°r sufficiently small eTQ we have from (4.4)
1*0(9) < a n o,i,^r o+i W/) + Uro(h)) + F(Mro-i(f) + Mro^(h))
We use the fact that F is an admissible polynomial.
We have the following Si is continuous as < ||/i||i+i||x -y|| < e i+ i||x -y\\, so Si(L') is equicontinuous, and it is bounded in view of (5.1). By the theorem of Ascoli-Arzela, the set Si(L') is relative compact in (ck 0 (R^(^ir)),|H| sup ).
Using this fact, we can show that every sequence in L' has a subsequence satisfying Cauchy condition in C°°(n,k) with respect to || • ||j for every j £ N. It means that is relatively compact in L'. Hence L' and L are compact. Since L is convex subset of a Frechet space, by a theorem of Schauder-Tychonoff every continuous mapping L -> L has a fixed point.
•
6. Remarks about the case r > n + 1 In view of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 it sufficies to show Theorem 1.2 for Mand a fixed modulus of continuity a. So fix a and r > n + 1. There exists a neighbourhood U^ of Id € Diff^-" (n, k) and an operator which satisfies analogous properties as in Proposition 3.1. Here (4) takes the following form. Proof. We take e 0 > 0 such that f,h€V% for every f,h G Diff r ' Q (n,k) and < CoLet A > 1 and we take 5\ and C\ from Lemma 2.9. Then, by shrinking £q if necessary, we have from (2.2) and Lemma 2.9 (1) where C r , fJ > 1 is a constant depend on r and rj. equipped with the C r -topology has the fixed point property. The mapping L 3 h i -> g E L is continuous with respect to the C rtopologies and the set L is compact in the C r -topology. It follows that Diff r,a (n, k) is perfect by an argument similar to that for the C°°-case.
Remarks on the assumptions of Theorem 1.2
In Theorem 1.2 we assume that the manifold M is without corners of dimension 0. It follows from the fact that we can use Mather's operator along edges only. But we can show that for a manifold with vertices the group Diff£(M)o is not perfect, where r -1,..., oo.
Let M be an n-dimensional manifold with corners and with vertices. We denote by V r,s (M), 0 < s < r < oo, the group of all C r -diffeomorphisms of M which are s-tangent to the identity at vertices. The last condition means that the s-jets of a diffeomorphism and the identity are equal at corners of dimension 0. Moreover, we define the groups T> r c ,s {M) and T>c' s (M)o analogously as in Section 2. Especially we have Diff£(AT)0 = V r c' u (M)0.
We will show that V r ' s (M) is not perfect if0<s<r<oo (see [10] ). 
